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Abstrucr4merging B-ISDN networks which use 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) as a backbone 
network, need to provide Quality of Service(QoS) to 
various multimedia traffic classes such as live video, 
high resolution images, video on demand, etc. Since 
live video is expected to dominate multimedia traf- 
fic, guaranteeing QoS for live video is complex he- 
cause of no U priori knowledge of the video stream 
and hence requires a good understanding of such video 
sources. This paper investigates a complete frame- 
work for transporting live video over ATM networks 
with QoS guarantees. The proposed framework com- 
prises of a source model, call admission controller and 
a scheduler. The source model uses Enbopy as a mea- 
sure to characterize the live video traffic. A Murkov 
Chain model is developed based on this measure. The 
source model aids in reserving resources for the ad- 
mitted sessions. The algorithm developed for call ad- 
mission guarantees a minimum bandwidth through- 
out the duration of the session. Two new scheduling 
algorithms viz Guaranteed Bandwidth Schedule and 
Guaranteed Delay Schedule optimize the bandwidth 
utilization of all active sessions. Using this framework 
for transporting live video a cell loss probability of 
4.87 x lo-' and a best effort bandwidth utilization of 
80% is obtained. 

INTRODUCTION 
Multimedia systems and ubiquitous communication is be- 
ing increasingly projected as the all pervasive computing 
environment of the next millennium. In B-ISDN and com- 
puter networks, a major pm of the traflic will be pro- 
duced by multimedia sources iike teleconferencing ter- 
minals, video-on-demand servers and pre-recorded mul- 
timedia streams. Predominantly, the live and pre-recorded 
video sources are MF'EG streams. MPEG-4 is fast emerg- 
ing as the defucto standard for live video encoding [Z]. 
Characterizing live video sequences is a hot topic of cur- 
rent day research in source modeling because of no a pri- 
ori knowledge of activities in live video sequences. 

To ensure this QoS, current day and future local area 

and wide area networks supporting real time video se- 
quences will benefit by employing Asynchronous Trans- 
fer Mode (ATM) as a transfer medium. In order to provide 
QoS guarantees, the network must correctly allocate and 
regulate resources. Optimal resource allocation is one of 
the essential features of an efficient network. A source 
model that captures the essential features of uafiic char- 
acteristics helps enhance network utilization. 

Various source models proposed in the literature char- 
acterize statistical uaflic in terms of parameters such 
as burstiness, inter-arrival time, inter-arrival correlations, 
etc [8]. 

In this paper we propose a complete framework for 
transporting live video sequences over the network with- 
out compromising on any of the QoS requirements. The 
steps involved are 

1. Find an efficient source model. 

2. Determine an effective call admission control pol- 

3. Employ a good scheduling algorithm. 

icy. 

A schematic of the proposed framework is given in fig- 
ure 1. The source uses entropy as a measure to capture 
the variations in number of bitslframe and is modeled as 
a markov chain. We partition the maximum bitslframe 
required for a live video sequence into bands of unequal 
extents. This is in conbast to other markov models [4] 
where each state is modulated by a disbibution. Each 
band corresponds to a sfate in the markov chain. The co- 
efficient of correlation between the entropies of any two 
frames is used to derive the state transition matrix for 
the markov chain (Predictor). The call admission conwl 
policy admits a call only if a certain bivframe is guaran- 
teed throughout the duration of the call (Call Admission 
Control). After a session is admitted, various parame- 
ters of the session are monitored to ensure that the nego- 
tiated QoS parameters are not violated (Resource Polic- 
ing) and the network also guarantees the alloted resources 
(Threshold Correction). We propose two new scheduling 
policies viz Guaranteed Bandwidth Schedule and Guur- 
anteed Delay Schedule for efficiently utilizing the net- 
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work resources (Scheduler). It may be noted that this 
source model does not replicate the actual behavior of the 
video sueam but constructively influences call admission, 
scheduling mechanisms and QoS negotiation independent 
of the video source. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The sec- 
ond section gives the definitions of certain frequently used 
terms. The subsequent sections descrik the mathematical 
framework for the proposed source model and application 
of this source model for QoS negotiations for benchmark 
live video streams. Scheduling policies are discussed in 
the fourth section and the subsequent section discusses the 
QoS reservation policy. We finally conclude in the sixth 
section. 

PRELIMINARIES 
For the sake of completeness in this section we briefly 
describe MPEG encoding and provide definitions for the 
most commonly used terns. 

MPEG Video Encoding 
MPEG coding is widely used for encoding video Se- 
quences. The input sequence to an MPEG encoder con- 
sists of a series of frames, each containing two dimen- 
sional array of picture elements called pels. The number 
of frames per second and number of lines per frame and 
the number of pels per line depend on the standard fol- 
lowed. For example, PAL standard uses 50 frames per 
second, 400 lines per frame and 545 pels per line. An 
MPEG sueam consists of three types of frames: 

1. I frames : uses intra frame coding based on DCT 
and entropy coding. 

2. P frames : Uses motion compensation with respect 
to previous I or P frames. 

3. B frames : Uses motion compensation with respect 
to previous or next I and P frames. 

?srpically I frames require more bits per frame than P 
frames, and B frames need least number of bits per frame. 
After coding the frames are arranged in a deterministic 
periodic sequence e.g. IBBPBBPBBPBB, referred to as 
Group Of Pictures (GOP). Throughout this paper we use 
the following MPEG specifications. 

GOPPattern: IBBPBBPBBPBB 

Coding Scheme : Huffman Coding followed by 

Transform Scheme : 8 x 8 block based DCT 

Run Length Encoding (RLE). 

Image Sue : 545 X 400 

Frame Rate : 50 Frames/sec. 

Correspondingly the transmission rate of a frame can be 
expressed as 

Definition .1 

Frames 
Transmission Rare = 

The main focus of this paper is to providea framework for 
transporting video streams over an ATM network. In the 
next subsection we briefly describe the nansport mecha- 
nism over ATM networks. 

ATM Transport Layer 
ATM is a connection oriented packet switched network, 
with packets referred to as celk in ATM terminology. Fig- 
ure 2 shows a typical ATM network, and thii is the net- 
work topology used in this paper for simulation purposes. 
The switches used are 4 x 4 ATM switched and maximum 
capacity of each link is assumed to be 545 h4bps. The 

cell size is fixed at 53 bytes (48 bytes payload and 5 bytes 
header). Virtual Channel Idenrifrer (VCI) and/or Wrtual 
Path Identifier(VP1) uniquely identify the path taken by a 
cell in an ATM network. Since information pertaining to 
error correction is provided only in the header, cells may 
be misrouted or lost because of network congestion. The 
loss of cells in ATM network is quantified by a parameter 
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referred to as Cell loss Probabilizy (CLP) [31. At con- 
nection establishment time the user specifies QoS param- 
eters for the connection. QoS msactions are normally 
based on certain parameten such as Peak CeNRate (PCR), 
Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR), Delay and Delay Jitter [3]. 
Other parameters indicative of network utilization are Per- 
centage Over Utilization and Percentage Under Uriliza- 
tion. 

Definition 2 Percentage Over Utilization : I f  Bi is the 
bandwidth associated with state i and Bij utilized then 

Bi - Bij 
Percentage Over Utilization = - x 100 x p 

(2) 
where p. the coefficient of bandwidth utilization, is the ra- 
tio of average bandwidth to total bandwidth. 

Definition 3 Percentage Under Utilization : If Bi is the 
bandwidth associared with state i and Bij uzilized then 

Percentage Under Utilization = - x 100 x p 

where p, the coefficient of bandwidthutilization, is the ra- 
tio of average bandwidth to total bandwidth. 

Most of the uaf6c carried over the network is statistical in 
nature and hence it is essential that a good estimate of the 
various statistical parameters be obtained so as to optimize 
the usage of various networkresources. This is done with 
the help of a source model. Majority of the existing source 
models can be broadly classified as either Markov Models 
or Autoregressive Models 141 [SI. In the most simplistic 
form of the markov model [ lo] ,  the maximum msmis-  
sion rate is equally partitioned into N transmission rate, 
with each rate corresponding to a state in the markov 
chain. In Autoregressive Model, the cornlation between 
two or more consecutive frames is used to predict the bi- 
trate of the next frame. Derails of this model are reported 
in [ 141. More recently other types of video models based 
on SeFSimilar [I21 and thermodynamic enuopy [131 are 
reported in the literature. Most of the encoding in video 
sequences in enuopy based. Hence entropy would make 
a good measure to capture the information content of the 
video sequences. Moreover scheduling policies have con- 
siderable impact on multiplexing gain and we will elabo- 
rate more on this in subsequent sections. 

( Bi 1 

(3) 
1 {B.8iBi 

ENTROPY MODEL FOR VIDEO 
SOURCES 

In the previous section we have set the motivation for ex- 
ploiting enuopy as a measure to predict the b i t s m e  for 
video uaffic. In this section we give a more formal defini- 
tion of the same. 

Entropy is a measure of the information present in a 
data sueam, and for a zero memory source is defined as: 

Definition .1 Entropy H(s)  is dejned as 

(4) 

where P(&)  is the probability of the occurrence of code 
word Si. 

. With this we can now extend the definition of entropy to 
that of a MPEG sueam. 
Definition 2 The entropy E(n) of the nth frame of a 
MPEG stream is 

1 M 
E(n)  = c X ( i ) x l o g -  

1 X (i) 
where X ( i )  is theprobabilizy of the occurrence of the code 
word i and M is the total number of code words being used 
in the MPEG frame. 

The values of X(i) are computedapriori from benchmark 
stored video sequences. We define average length of the 
code word as: 

Definition 3 Ifs = SI ,s2 . . . s, is the set ofpossible code 
words, and li is the length of code word si. the average 
length L of the set of code words is dejned as 

I=" 

L = P(Si) x li 
i=l 

With regard to MPEG encoding of a video sequence, each 
symbol si is representative of a block of size 8 x 8 pels. Let 
L denote the average length of the codes in set S in bits, 
and this L is used to calculate the bits/frame. If the average 
length is L bits and there are K symbols' occurring within 
a frame, the average bits/frame is L x K bits per frame. 
However it is very difficult to determine the average bits 
per frame. To do this we fall back on Shannon's [91 Noise- 
less Coding Theorem that derives a relationship between 
the average length L and enuopy and is reproduced below. 

Theorem .I For an instantaneous code with source al- 
phabets S = {SI ,a.. .sq} with the code length of si being 
li, and code alphabets X = { X I  ,x2,. . .xr} ,  then the noise- 
less coding theorem states that 

H ( S )  < L _ < H ( S ) + l  (7) 

and L is the average length given by equation 6. 

As the average length L is bounded above, without loss 
of generaliw we let L assume the value H ( S )  + 1 for the 
rest of the paper and hence enuopy provides an estimate 
for bits/frame to a high degree of accuracy. The bits/frame 
for each frame in the MPEG sequence can now be estab- 
lished as follows. 

Bits f f rame = L x B j  (8) 

'The words Symboir and Caie WO& a e  used interchangeably 
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where B/ is the total number of 8 x 8 blocks per frame. 
For a MPEG s m  

(400 e ) x  (545 &x(6 a) 
2555 

By = { ( I S x I 6 ~ ) x ( i ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , )  (9) 

The entropy per frame for the movie starwars is found 
to vary from 16.876 to around 88.171. In order to r e  
serve resources on a per frame basis, we need to quanlize 
these entropy levels. Also one of the important properties 
of any video source is the correlation between bits/frame 
across frames [SI [SI. We employ a markov chain to cap- 
ture correlations across frames, where each state of the 
markov chain corresponds to a particular value of entropy 
and hence a particular bit rate. For this particular model 
we have selected a sixteen sIate markov chain. We have 
justified the selection of sixteen state markov chain in sub- 
sequent sections. The transition probabilities between the 
states of the markov chain correspond to the autocorrela- 
tion function between the enmpy's of the frames. 
Definition A The autocorrelationfunction R(n) is defined 
as 

where X(n) is the entropy. From equations 6,7,8 it is clear 
that any change in the enmpy is bound.to change the 
bits/frame. The Chapman Kolmogorov's equations for a 
N state model are given by 

The steady state values for the above given equation are 
obtained by solving the Chapman Kolmogorov equations 
as described in [HI. The steady state values can then be 
used to find the msition probability manix. This pro- 
cess is repeated iteratively till a quantization levels with 
minimum quantization error are obtained. The opniniza- 
tion criteria in every iteration is that the expectation of the 
quantization error must tend to zero. The following sub- 
section gives the application of this mathematical frame- 
work developed so far to model live video streams. 

In Perspective : QoS for live video 
transaction vis a vis the Entropy model 

A source model is obtained using five MPEG files' each of 
duration varying from 1 to 3.5 minutes, of which 3 MPEG 

2The five MF'EG files are wip.mpg wkm.mpg, manmpg. Hl.mpg, 
HZ.mpg. wip.mpg has maximum explicit scene changer. maompg har 
no sane changes and tuckground changes, wkeumpg represents a hizh 
bit rate MPEG Me. HLmpg and HZmpg are clips fmm movies. The 
first three files an benchmark filer. lhese filer can be obtained fmm 
ftp://sercisc.eme~itu abhijit 

I 

files are standard benchmark MPEG files used for charac- 
teriziingvideosms. Ineffectadataofabout 1Ominutes 
was used to determine the source model. The entropy per 
frame is found using equation 5 and the correIation in en- 
tropy across frames is shown in figure 3. The following 
observations can be drawn from the figure. 

The bits/frame does not change drastically across 
frames, indicating that there is a strong COrrelahOn 
in birrates across adjacent frames. 

A sudden change in the b i t s h e  corresponds to a 
change in the scene. 

To decide the order of the markov chain, we partition 
the maximum b i t s h e  for the traces into eight and sir- 
teen equidistant states, and plot the percentage occupancy 
for each of the states depicted in figure 4. A preliminary 
observation of the b i t s h e  from the above graph led 
us to believe that quantizing the bits/frame in eight levels 
would be sufficient to track the variations in the b i t s m e  
to a fair degree of accuracy, and hence a eight state markov 
model was derived. The transition probabilities for eight 
state markov model given in table 2 were computed us- 
ing equations 10 and 11. The rows and columns in ta- 
ble 2 represent the c m n t  state and the next state of 
markov chain respectively. The associated bits/frame and 
the corresponding bit rate is calculated using equation 8 
and eqUahOn .I respectively for every state of the markov 
chain and is tabulated in table 1. The markov chain al- 
ways follows the most probable path. Corresponding to 
the eight state markov model the bandwidth allocation for 
starwars trace is given in figure 5. The allocation of band- 
width according to a eight state markov model has an av- 
erage bandwidth utilization of 66.381%. over utilization 
of 30.17%and an under ut ibt ion of 16.53%. Another 
observabon is that, at some points (T&~caIly I frames) the 
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n Sate 1 1 1 2 1  1 1  4 1  5 1  A I  7 1  8 II - - - I " / - , ' , -  

BitdframeinKbps 1 5.8 1 10.2 I 15.03 1 19.38 I 26.71 I 31.33 I 49.61 I 56.01 
Bit Rate in Kbps 1 145 I 255 I 375.75 1 484.5 1 667.75 I 783.25 I 1240 I 1400 

Table I.  Bitsffme asro5aed with the sfafes in a 8 sfarc markav model 

Next State 

P 
E 
v) 

c 

V 

Table 2 Trdnsitim probability matrix for a 8 sfarc marltov chain 

Fig. 5. Alloted bandwidth using 8 state markov mdcl 

Average Under 

67.41 17.05 
70.119 
79.33 13.6 

Table 3. Perrentage utilization for 10.12.16 state m a h v  models 

alloted bandwidth is less than thatrequired. This may lead 
to excessive cell loss which is not acceptable for live video 
transmission. One major factor contributing to the over 
and under utilization of the bandwidth is the non uniform 
distribution of bits/frame for different states of the markov 
chain. One of the solutions for improving the utilization 
is to increase the number of states of markov chain. Sim- 
ulations were carried out with a markov model using 10, 
12and 16 states. Theresultr obtainedaregivenin table 3. 
The effectiveness of increasing the number of states is ev- 
ident from table 3. 

Even though the computational complexity in forming 
a sixteen state markov model is large, it contributes to the 

startup cost alone. Once the model is ready, only a lookup 
table to determine the most probable path is sufficient As 
the bandwidth utiliza.tion is near optimal for a sixteen state 
markov model, all further simulations were carried out us- 
ing this model. The details of this model are given in the 
following subsection. 

Sixteen State Markov Model 
From the observations in previous section, we conclude 
that it is advantageous to use a 16 state markov model. 
The transition probability manix and the corresponding 
bimes is given in table 4 and table 5 respectively. The 
rows and columns of the manix represent the next state 
and the current state of the markov chain. This BitsErame 
and the biuate is calculated using equation 8 and equa- 
tion .1  respectively. This transition probability maaiv is 
obtained from equation 10 and by setting N = 16 in equa- 
tions 11. In addition to the five MPEG files used 
to develop the enmpy based Markov Model, this model 
is used on traces of five MPEG files, viz Starwars, Soc- 
cer, Lambs. Term and Bean. The actual bandwidth re- 
quirement and the alloted or the predicted bandwidth per 
frame for the movie s m a r s  is shown in figure 6. The 
over utilization is 13.6% and the under utilization is 6.3%. 
A CLP of 6.27 x lo-' is obtained. The average utiliza- 
tion of bandwidth in case of a 16 state markov model is 
around 81% , indicating that this model is able to track 
the changes in the bandwidth sufficiently well. For the I 
frames, the bandwidth is over allocated so that cell loss 
does not occur because of lack of resources. Over alloca- 
tion of bandwidth is essential as losses in the I h e  may 
lead to unacceptable picture quality. Apm from this, the 
CLP is monitored for every m e .  If me CLP vaue ex- 
ceeds a threshold value for three consecutive frames, then 
a corrective measure is taken in the form of re-entering 
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Table 4. Transition pmbabiliry matrix fora 16 state marltov chain 

the markov chain at the exact state corresponding to the 
bits/frame for the frame in error. Thii step is essential, 
as not raking a corrective measure would lead to accumu- 
mons  of emrs resulting in large cell loss. As observed 
from figure 6, the bandwidth requirement in the 82961rh 
frame of the Stanvars movie is around 13lMbps. This is 
the only place where the bandwidth requirement is high. 
The maximum mowed birqframe in this particular model 
is wound 80Mbps. Thus a large cell loss occurs during 
this frame. Due to lack of space, the bandwidth allocation 
plots for the other four uaces are not shown here. How- 
ever, these plots also show an average utilization of 81% 
and a CLP of 6.18 x 

Switching in a network is equivalent to multiplexing of 
multiple video streams, and performance evaluation after 
multiplexing will give a r d i t i c  estimate of the effective- 

ness of source model. It is assumed that the destinations 
addresses requested by the video s m s  are uniformly 
distributed. The network performance under such multi- 
plexing is given by the multiplexing gain, and is described 
in the next subsection. 

Multiplexing Gain 
Multiplexing gain is indicative of the network utilization, 
and depends on the source model being used. Each of 
the five test traces mentioned in section are multiplexed 
according to the following policies. 

Round Robin (RR) : In this scheme, samples from 
each of the five traces are multiplexed in a round 
robin fashion. 
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Fig. 6. Bandwidth required and bandwidth doted for Star Wars trace 

Round Robin 21.008 
22.43 

Table 6. Multiplexing gain obtained I fim stage 

Random Multiplexing (RM) : In this scheme, one 
of the five mces is randomly picked in a uniform 
manner, and a 6ame from that particular trace is 
selected. 

The multiplexing gain as determined at the output of the 
6rst stage of the network is given in table 6. From ta- 
ble 6 we find that the scheduiing policies considerably 
influences the multiplexing gain and hence the usage of 
the available bandwidth. This necessitates to find out a 
proper scheduling policy so as to optimize the bandwidth 
utilization. In the next section we formally define the dif- 
ferent scheduling policies used and the multiplexing gain 
obtained for the various scheduling policies 

SCHEDULING POLICIES 
A proper scheduling policy helps to improve the overall 
network utilization. In this section we formally define the 
various scheduling policies. 

Markov Scheduling Policy 
Consider the switch with N input ports. In this paper it is 
assumed that the tz&c at the input of each of the ports is 
video naffic, and hence the markov model can be applied 
to each active session. We propose two scheduling poli- 
cies referred to as the Guaranteed Delay Schedule (GDS) 
and the Guaranreed Bandwidrh Schedule (GBS). Every 

active session follows a particular transition graph in the 
markov chain. Thus at any given instance of time, every 
active session is in a particular state of the markov chain. 
Denote p$ to be the nansition probability from state i to j 
for the Kth active session. 

1. Guaranteed Delay Schedule 
GDS is a weighted round robin schedule. In this 
round robin schedule, the sessions at the input port 
1 is serviced 6rst and the sessions from 2,3, ... N 
are serviced in order. 
Let dK be the maximum delay jiaer and DK the 
maximum delay associated with session K. Let 
each of the sessions be in a state i and let S, be 
the set of next possible state of the markov chain. 

Let B L  = max {Bi] 
lSSp 

w = { B - , B ~  1 ,... B-} N 

T& = B k  x (d - d k )  V B k  E W 

T h  = B k  x (Dk+dk)  V B L  E W 

T,,=max{TA} Vk ~ P - E W  (12) 

Tkn=max{TA-n} Qk  BLEW (13) 

Let P be the pori number associated with T,, given 
by equation 13. The GDS corresponds to a round 
robin starting from pori number P. The calcula- 
tion for T,, and Tkn are done at every clock cycle, 
thus changing the starting point of the round robin 
schedule in every cycle. 
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Policy 

2. Guaranteed Bandwidth Schedule 
Let each of the session be in some state i, and let j 
denote the possible next sIate of the miaicov chain. 
Let Sa denote the set of all active sessions and Bi 
and Bj denote the bandwidth being utjlized in the 
present state and the bandwidth required in state j 
respectively. 

CellLoss Percentage 
Fmbabilitv Bandwidth 

The GBS now corresponds to a round robin sched- 
ule that sm from the queue associated with the 
session K, and continues with the same cycle five 
times. The value of B L  is then recalculated at the 
end of the 6fth cycle. The recalculation is done to 
accommodate any new session that may have ar- 
rived. 

’ 

The multiplaing gain for each of these policies at mer- 
ent stages of the network are given in table 7. The best 

Table 7. Multiplexing @I for various schedoiing policicr 

multiplexing gain is obtained for the GBS. Now that the 
scheduling policies are defined, we go on to define the 
QoS transaction phsse and the Call Admission Control po- 
lice 

QOS RESERVATION POLICIES 
Having obtained a source model for the incoming traff~c, 
the reservation of resources per W r m l  Connection is done 
based on the source model. Every switching node runs a 
dynamic bandwidthall~onpolicybasedonthemarliov 
model. At the start of every session, a bandwidth equiva- 
lent to sustainable cell rate is allocated to the session for 
duration of one frame. This is the bandwidth that is guar- 
anW throughout the duration of the session. Subsequent 
frames are alloted a bandwidth dynamically depending on 
the transition probabilities between fxames. The algorithm 
for QoS reservation policies is given in pseudo code given 
in table 8. 

Steps 1 to 3 of the pseudo code form the CAC policy. An 
incoming session is accepted if and only if the SCR can be 
guaranteed throughout the d W o n  of the session. The set 
& is the index set of all the active sessions and SrW is the 

index set of all under allocated sessions. After every a0 
tive session, themost probablebit rate& of thenext frame 
is determined using the aansitiOn maaix. If the sum of all 
these new bit rates is less than the total bandwidth(TBW), 
every active session is allocated these new bit rates. If the 
sum is found to be more. than the total bandwidth (step 
l l ) ,  we start from the session taking up the maximum 
bandwidth, and reduce it’s bit rate to the corresponding 
sustainable bit rate (step 17 to 20). The above given al- 
gorithm is bound to allocate at least the susrainable cell 
rate to every active session pex frame, and is stated as the- 
orem .I. 

Theorem .1 Every sessions is alloted a bandwidth at- 
least eqzuzl to the sustainable cell rate for the complete 
duratwn of the session. 

GBS 4.87 74.17 

Table 9. CLP a d  bandwdtb uDhzaarn forvanoos schcdohag ~ & Q S  

for GBS and the optimal bandwidth utilizaron is obtained 
for GDS. 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have proposed Entropy as a new mea- 
sure to model VBR traf6c, and a 16 state markov model 
is developed. The simulation results based on this model, 
carried out on benchmark video streams and traces indi- 
cate a Cell Loss Probability (CLP) of 6.27 x and an 
average bandwidth utilization of 79.33% for a maximum 
of 11 acrive video sessions. The balance 21% bandwidth 
canbeeasilyallotedforABR andUBRtraf6cgivinganear 
100% utilization. 

Scheduling policies also play an important role and 
have considerable effect on CLP. We have proposed two 
new scheduling policies, viz. Guaranteed Delay Schedule 
(GDS) and Guaranteed Bandwidth Schedule (GBS). The 
average bandwidth utilizarion of around 75 percent and a 
CLP of 4.87 x is obtained for GBS. The compond- 
ing values with GDS are 12.1 x lo-’ and 80% for CLP 
and average bandwidth utilization respectively. 

A logical extension of this work is to model the mul- 
tiplexed @c based on this source model and fine tune 
the various scheduling policies being used so that optimal 
bandwidth utilizarion is obtained. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 Else 
6 Reject Session : 
7 FOI every active session 
8 do 
9 
10 
11 i f L ? W = z g B j P T B W ;  
12 Auocate New Bandwidth, 
13 Else 
14 
15 while(BW 2 TBW) 
16 do 
17 
18 
19 
20 end 
21 end 

Wait for New Session (State 1); 
On New Session (S.) Arrival with Sustainable Bandwidth (SBW,,): 
IfzZ-' (SBW) j + SBWn 5 TBW ;I" TBW is Toral Sustainable Bandwidth */ 

Check BW Requirement Based on Qos and Accept Session, & =Sa U { n }  ; 

On Completion of frame hansmission for session i ; 
Find bit rate (Bi) of next frame using transition table mahix; 

Set & = {1,2,3 ... N} ; 

Find L such that Br. = maxi,&i) ; 
Change BL to Sustainable Cell Rate Bsr ; /* B,, is Sustainable Bandwidth *I 
Set Srw =Stow U {L} ; /* Slow 5 Set of under allocated Bandwidth Sessions */ 

Table 8. Preodo mdc for crll admission and bandmdtb resewation 
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